GUIDELINES
Industry Development
Applications now open for initiatives taking place from 1 January to 30 June 2020.
The Industry Development Program will support industry organisations to identify and address skills
gaps and continuing advancement opportunities for South Australian screen practitioners.
This program seeks to foster new talent in the screen industry whilst also recognising and
supporting established practitioners with continuing professional development opportunities.
Industry organisations are encouraged to propose a diverse range of professional development
activities and events with the key objective of supporting sustained and improved employment
outcomes for South Australian screen creatives.
The SAFC, through this program, aims to increase pathways for South Australian screen
practitioners in developing new skills, networks, collaborations and partnerships.

What is on offer?
Funding for the Industry Development Program is limited. The minimum amount that can be
applied for through this program is $2,000 and generally grants are not offered above $10,000.
Funding through this program is provided as a grant.
The purchase of equipment, hardware, software or platform developer’s kits is not an eligible
expense of this program, as outlined in the SAFC Terms of Trade.
This program supports industry organisations to deliver professional development activities. This
program does not provide event sponsorship or award partnerships. To discuss these proposals,
please contact our Public Relations and Marketing Manager on communications@safilm.com.au.

Who is eligible?
Key eligibility requirements and assessment criteria are defined in the SAFC Terms of Trade.
Government funded tertiary organisations are not eligible for funding.
The SAFC is committed to supporting increased participation in the industry of people from underrepresented groups including women, Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander peoples, practitioners
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from Culturally and Linguistically Diverse backgrounds, those Deaf or with disability, from LGBTQIA+
communities and from regional and remote areas.

How do I apply?
Applicants are required to discuss their applications with a SAFC Funding Officer prior to applying.
Submit your application through the SAFC’s online grant portal: safilm.smartygrants.com.au
Before you apply, please make sure you are familiar with the SAFC’s Terms of Trade and Strategic
Plan.
Successful applicants will be notified by email and will be required to enter into a grant agreement
with the SAFC and provide a valid tax invoice for the payment of the grant.
An acquittal must be submitted within 3 months of the project end date, as outlined in the project
proposal.
The decision on applications is final.

When can I apply?
For activity taking place from 1 January to 30 June, 2020:
Opens: 26 September, 2019
Closes: 28 October, 2019
Applicants Notified: 8 November, 2019

How will my application be assessed?
Proposals will be assessed against the following criteria:
•
•

Relevance and timeliness of proposed training or professional development opportunity to
South Australian screen practitioners;
The potential to grow the capacity, skillset and/or reputation of South Australian screen
practitioners;
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•
•

Benefits to South Australian screen practitioners in proportion to funding requested;
Demonstrated ability of the organisation to deliver proposed outcome/s.

Activities seeking funding support must not duplicate programs already on offer within South
Australia.

Where can I find out more?
Contact Program Coordinator Kata Fodor on 08 8394 2009 or kata.fodor@safilm.com.au
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